
Purchasing your Art supplies through the School Specialty/OMNIA Partners 

national contract gives you access to our broad and deep assortment of 

best-in-class products and brands. Names you trust and recognize, all 

focused on improving learning outcomes. Choose the best Art products for 

your school or district, spend less time ordering, and spend less money — all 

through your OMNIA Partners contract. Add in our value-added items like 

Professional Development, free freight or a growth rebate, and there’s no 

reason to create a bid — just shop through your OMNIA Partners contract 

for all your art supply needs.

Art savings with 
no bid process? 
Beautiful.



Art teaches us what we can create.  
And who we can become. 

READY2LEARN EASY-GRIP  
PAINT BRUSHES

Soft, flexible rubber handles 
conform to students’ fingers  
for easy holding and will help 
build fine motor skills and will 

boost confidence.

ORIGINAL BUDDHA BOARD
Gently encourages the user to 
value the present. Simply paint 
on the board’s special surface 
with water; the board darkens 
and then slowly fades away.  

ADAPTED ARTS SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL SOLUTIONS

LESSON PLANS
Only fully breathable vest that 
provides a deep compression 
while also delivering endless 

creative play options.

ROYLCO MIX AND MATCH 
EMOTION STENCILS

Ethnically diverse boy and girl 
represents basic emotions. 

Create over 30 different 
emotions by mixing elements.

LEARN IT BY ART  
MAKERSPACE STEAM BUILDER
Sets include a wide assortment 

of art and craft materials to 
help students take a hands-on 
approach to exploring art and 

STEM subjects, utensils and more.

MAKERSPACE

MOBILE ART CART  
WITH STORAGE SHELVES

The perfect art cart on wheels  
for Makerspace on-the-go.

YOUNG SCIENTISTS CLUB  
SCIENCE-ART FUSION KITS
These kits combine art and 

science to inspire creativity while 
at the same time introducing 

basic scientific concepts.

STEAM

NATURE PRINT PRINTING PAPER, 
SUN ACTIVATED 

Let’s students create images  
using sunlight and water.

Art encourages students to explore and express themselves in  creative and personal ways.  

To become well-informed and well-rounded. To help you achieve this, we provide:

• Art Supplies    • Art Education Workshops    • Lesson Plans

In a changing world, students need new skills to be successful. 
Integrating creative arts with science, technology, engineering  
and math helps prepare students for the careers of tomorrow.

With over 60% of students with disabilities spending 80% of their day in 
general education classes, the need for inclusion has never been greater. 
Visual Arts can empower students of all abilities to express themselves. 

Wide assortment of art and crafts materials to help students take a 
hands-on approach to exploring art and STEM subjects.

What’s the most important thing a student learns about in art?  
Themselves. Art encourages students to explore and express  
themselves in creative and personal ways.
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Lesson Plan & Artwork: Eric Orr

Throughout history, handmade ceramic tiles have served as decorative and functional elements in, and 
on, buildings. Tiles made of clay were widely used in Roman and Middle Eastern cultures as architectural 
elements. They were not only glazed, but often had parts raised, lowered, or carved into the tile surface. 

This is called “relief” sculpture. In this lesson, students will create a handmade relief ceramic tile.

Grades 5-12      |      Cross Curricular: Biology, Math, Art      |      NCAS - Anchor Point  1-4, 7 & 11

Nature Relief Tile

• Create a relief clay tile from a simple design.
• Create multiple layers with the tile by carving into 

the surface, as well as adding clay shapes and linear 
aspects in the process of crafting a relief tile.

• Learn to fire and glaze the ceramic tiles.

Objectives

1. Draw several sketches, the size of the tile. Choose the 
one that will allow raised, as well as carved-in areas.

2. Roll out a 2 lb. slab of clay to 3/8” thick or thicker
3. Using a ruler, square or paper template, cut out the 

shape of the tile with a fettling knife. Tile does NOT 
have to be square.

4. Smooth the tile surface and edges.
5. Lay the drawing on the tile face. Go over all lines with 

a ball point pen. Make sure lines are transferring into 
the clay tile surface.

6. Plan which areas will remain the tile surface, which 
will be carved into the surface, and where to build 
upon the surface by adding clay.

7. Using a loop tool (Hint: a paper clip will do), carve 
away the areas desired below the surface.

8. Cut, texture, and/or lay shapes to add to the surface. 
Rolled small worms or clay coils may add a linear 
effect. Be sure to score and slip all additions.

9. Check the overall composition and smooth all rough 
clay areas.

10. During the construction phase, be sure to keep plastic 
over the tile and spritz it to keep clay surface moist 
and workable.

11. When tile is complete, sign the piece. Does it need 
“hangey holes”? Dry it slowly on a small board or 
sheetrock, between newspaper sheets and add a bit 
of weight to keep it from warping.

12. When bone dry, fire it to Cone 04 (1,945 degrees F). 
Then glaze with the selected choice of Sax glaze, 
2-3 coats. 

13. Glaze fire to Cone 06, (1,833 degrees F).
14. Have a class critique or self evaluation.

Directions

Materials
446432   Sax® Low Fire Earthenware White Art Clay, 

   50 lbs (Pictured)
406469   Sax® True Flow® Gloss Glazes, Pint, Set of 12 (Pictured)
410605   Sax® Genuine Canvas Pads, 18 x 24 in, Each (Pictured)
1371408   Sax® True Flow® Underglazes, Pint, Set of 12 (Pictured)
1589972   Creativity Street® Regular Craft Sticks, 

   Pack of 150
085949   Creativity Street® Stylus Sticks, Pack of 100
227478   Hardwood Clay Roller, 10-1/2 x 18 in, Each
385142   Kemper Fettling Knife
402383   Jack Richeson™ Boxwood Modeling Tools Set of 72
243699   Jack Richeson™ Pro Needle Tool, Each
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Find more Art resources covered on your OMNIA contract at SchoolSpecialty.com/Sax


